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Abstract

Background: One of the major hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)is the aberrant

modification and aggregation of themicrotubule-associated protein Tau . The extent of

Tau pathology correlates with cognitive decline, strongly implicating Tau in the patho-

genesis of the disease. Because the inhibition of Tau aggregation may be a promising

therapeutic target, we tested the efficacy of BSc3094, an inhibitor of Tau aggregation,

in reducing Tau pathology and ameliorating the disease symptoms in transgenic mice.

Methods: Mice expressing human Tau with the P301L mutation (line rTg4510) were

infused with BSc3094 into the lateral ventricle using Alzet osmotic pumps connected

to a cannula that was placed on the skull of the mice, thus bypassing the blood-brain

barrier (BBB) . The drug treatment lasted for 2 months, and the effect of BSc3094 on

cognition and on reversing hallmarks of Tau pathology was assessed.

Results:BSc3094 significantly reduced the levels of Tau phosphorylation and sarkosyl-

insoluble Tau. In addition, the drug improved cognition in different behavioral tasks and

reduced anxiety-like behavior in the transgenic mice used in the study.

Conclusions:Our in vivo investigations demonstrated that BSc3094 is capable of par-

tially reducing the pathological hallmarks typically observed in Tau transgenic mice,

highlighting BSc3094 as a promising compound for a future therapeutic approach for

AD.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive age-related neurodegener-

ative disorder, characterized by impairments in memory and behav-

ior. The high prevalence of the disease, related to the increased life

expectancy, is prompting governments and scientists around theworld
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to increase research and clinical efforts to search for novel therapeutic

targets for AD.

The two major histopathological hallmarks of the disease are the

extracellular deposition of senile plaques composed of amyloid beta

(Aβ) and the aberrant phosphorylation and aggregation of the micro-

tubule (MT)–associated protein (MAP) Tau (MAPT) in neuronal cells,
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leading to the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs).1,2 Due to the

failure of several Aβ-directed therapies, the development of novel ther-

apeutic interventions is shifting toward drugs targeting Tau protein3

Tau belongs to the family of MAPs4 Tau protein is expressed mainly

in theaxonsofmature andgrowingneurons,5 although it is alsopresent

at lower levels in astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.6,7 The protein plays

a central role in MT stabilization and in the regulation of MT dynamics

and axonal transport.8,9

During the clinical course of AD, filamentous Tau inclusions appear

sequentially throughout the brain following a stereotypical pattern,

providing the basis for disease staging as described by Braak.10 Braak

stages I and II correspond to the appearance of NFTs in the transen-

torhinal and entorhinal cortex (EC) and are not associated with clini-

cal dementia. More-pronounced involvement of the entorhinal region

and formation ofNFTs in the hippocampus are characteristics of stages

III and IV, where the first clinical symptoms appear (mild cognitive

impairment). At the later stages of the disease (Braak stages V and

VI) Tau pathology has extensively reached the neocortex, and patients

are severely demented, meeting the neuropathological criteria for the

diagnosis of AD.10,11

Although themechanismsunderlying Tau-mediated neurotoxicity in

AD are still not well understood, multiple therapeutic approaches have

been proposed that target Tau function or dysfunction, based on the

current understanding of thesemechanisms.12–14

Therapies, directly or indirectly targeting Tau protein, are being

tested in preclinical and clinical studies and include:

1. Tau aggregation blockers to inhibit aberrant aggregation; for

example, methylene blue (MB) or derivatives, which were shown

to induce autophagy and attenuate tauopathy in vitro and in

vivo11,15–19; PE859 (curcumin based compound), AZP2006

(piperazine-derived drug)14 or LMTX (Leucomethylene blue

reduced form ofMB).20,21

2. Reduction of Tau levels to inhibit aggregation or interactions with

cell components (eg, siRNA or antisense oligonucleotides targeting

Tau).22–24

3. Vaccination to neutralize toxic Tau species (eg, passive: antibodies

PHF-1 or MC1; active: advacc1, a vaccine developed against the

repeat domain of Tau).25–28

4. Targeting enzymes that regulate Tau post-translational modifica-

tions (PTMs) (eg,

5. Kinase inhibitors or phosphatase enhancers to reduce the level of

phosphorylation29

6. HDAC6 (histone deacetylase 6) inhibitor.30–33

7. Targeting autophagy or proteasomes to promote Tau degradation

(eg, autophagy inducers).34,35

8. MT stabilizers to compensate the loss of stabilization by Tau (eg,

Paclitaxel, curcumin).36,37

BSc3094 monohydrobromide (2-[4-(4-nitrophenyl)-2-

thiazolyl]hydrazide-1H-benzimidazole-6-carboxylic acid monohy-

drobromide) is a phenylthiazolyl-hydrazide derivative developed by

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Low-molecular-weight compounds

aiming at Tau aggregation may be potential drugs for

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology. Earlier screens iden-

tified promising compounds, including (BSc3094), which

potently inhibited Tau aggregation in vitro,Caenorhabditis

elegansmodels, or organotypic slices frommousemodels.

However, it crossed the blood-brain barrier only poorly.

2. Interpretation:We used Alzet pumps for a 4-week appli-

cation of BSc3094 directly to brains of rTg4510 mice at

the onset of cognitive decline. Treatment was remarkably

efficient in reducing biochemical hallmarks (Tau aggrega-

tion, phosphorylation) and some behavioral parameters.

3. Future direction: Results show that BSc3094 can partly

reverse tauopathy. This justifies future research on brain-

penetrant derivatives of the compound.

B. Schmidt and colleagues as a potent Tau aggregation inhibitor.38

Previous studies have demonstrated a high efficacy in reducing both

Tau aggregation and phosphorylation, while increasing cell viability

and having no cytotoxic effects in an in vitro N2a cell model expressing

pro-aggregant mutant hTau,39,40 as well as in a C. elegans model

of tauopathy expressing pro-aggregant mutant hTau.17 Recently,

BSc3094 reversed the pre-synaptic impairment in organotypic

hippocampal slices from pro-aggregant mice, by reversing the paired-

pulse depression observed in non-treated pro-aggregant Tau slices

after applying a paired-pulse stimulus of the Schaffer collaterals.41

Taken together, these results strengthen the hypothesis that BSc3094

could be a therapeutic agent to reverse Tau pathology and, possibly,

exert a beneficial effect in AD.

Aiming to extend the potential therapeutic effect of BSc3094 to

an in vivo mouse model, we administered the drug in rTg4510 mice,

expressing human Tau (hTau) with the P301L mutation. Because the

blood-brain barrier (BBB) represents a major obstacle to the deliv-

ery of BSc3094 into the central nervous system (CNS), we used Alzet

osmotic pumps to directly deliver the drug in the lateral ventricle of

themouse brain. Cognitive performance andmarkers of Tau pathology

were assessed at the end of the drug treatment.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Animals

All animal experiments were carried out in accordance with the guide-

lines of the German Welfare Act and approved by the local authori-

ties (Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz Nordrhein-

Westfalen) under animal permission 84-02.04.2017-A405. Animals

were housed in groups of 2-5 animals under standard conditions (23◦C,
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40% to 50% humidity, ad libitum access to food and water) with a 12-

hour light/dark cycle (with light on from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.).

The transgenic mouse model rTg4510 was used, expressing the Tau

isoform 0N4R (Uniprot P-10636-D, alias “hTau24”, 383 residues) with

the fronto temporal dementia linked with parkinsonism 17 (FTDP17)

mutation P301L42,43. Briefly, rTg4510 animals were produced by

crossing the activator mouse line CamKII-tTA, with the responder

tetO.MAPT*P301L mouse line. Mice having both CamKII-tTA and Tau

transgene expressedhumanmutantP301LTau at high levels, up to≈13

time endogenous Tau. Mice lacking the responder and the activator

transgenewere used as controls.Micewere screened by PCRusing the

following primer pairs: hTau transgene (TaumPrP_E2): forward 5′-TGA
ACC ATT TCA ACC GAG CTG-3′; reverse: 5′-TAC GTC CCA GCG TGA

TCTTC-3′; CamKII promoter (oIMR8746/oIMR8747): forward5′-CGC
TGT GGG GCA TTT TAC TTT AG-3′; reverse: 5′-CAT GTC CAG ATC

GAAATCGTC-3′.

2.2 BSc3094 concentration in the brain

To determine the ability of BSc309438 to cross the BBB, intravenous

(i.v.) injections of BSc3094 (Sigma-Aldrich, 3 mg/kg in PEG400/water

(60:40)) were performed inwild-type (WT) animals, and the concentra-

tion of the drug in the brain was estimated up to 24 hours post-dose.

2.3 Implantation of Alzet osmotic pumps

Alzet osmotic pumps (Alzet, model 1004; volume: 100μL; infusion rate:
0.11μL/h; duration: 28 days) combined with the Alzet brain infusion

kit three were implanted into anesthetized rTg4510 and control non-

transgenic mice, as described previously.22

To determine the BSc3094 dose to be used in the therapeutic

approach, Alzet osmotic pumps containing vehicle (PEG400:ddH2O

(60:40)) or three different concentrations of BSc3094 (0.075, 0.150

and 1.5 mM) were implanted in 2-month-old rTg4510 mice for direct

infusionof thedrug into thebrain, on theonset of cognitivedecline. The

treatment lasted28days, afterwhich thebrain tissuewas collectedand

total Tau levelswere analyzed bywestern blot in the sarkosyl-insoluble

fraction, obtained from cortical extracts, to determine the most effec-

tive dose in reducing the levels of sarkosyl-insoluble Tau.

After determining the experimental dose, the therapeutic approach

started. Alzet osmotic pumps were filled with 100 μL of BSc3094

(1.5mM in 60:40 PEG400/ddH2O) or vehicle (60:40 PEG400/ddH2O).

2.4 Behavioral assessment

2.4.1 Nesting test

Mice were single-housed with one nestlet per cage,44,45 and the per-

centage of nesting was monitored at different time points (2 and 6

hours and overnight [ON]). After each assessment, a new nestlet was

placed in the cage, instead of keeping the same nestlet for the follow-

ing time point. The percentage of nesting was assessed at each time

point (% nesting = 100-(([final weight]/[initial weight]) × 100)), and

nest-building scores were defined by the following criteria:

0, nestlet untouched

1, less than 10% of the nestlet was shredded

2, 10% to 50% of the nestlet was shredded but there was no shape

in the nest

3, 10% to 50% of the nestlet was shredded and there was shape in

the nest

4, 50% to 90% of the nestlet was shredded but there was no shape

in the nest

5, 50% to 90% of the nestlet was shredded and there was shape in

the nest

6,>90% of the nest was shredded, but the nest was flat

7,>90% of the nest was shredded, and the walls of the nest were at

least as tall as themouse onmore than 50% of its sides.

2.4.2 Burrowing test

Mice were single-housed and a plastic downpipe (68 mm diameter;

20 cm long) with one open and one closed end was placed in the cage,

as described previously.45,46 The tube was filled with 200 g of the food

pellets normally supplied as diet. Machine screwswere used to elevate

the open end of the tube 3 cm off the floor to prevent accidental dis-

placement of the foodpellets. The test started at≈4pm, 2 hours before

the dark period in the holding room. The final food pellets weight was

measured the next morning and the percentage of burrowing deter-

mined (% burrowing= 100-((final weight)/(initial weight))× 100).

2.4.3 Open field (OF) test

Mice were placed in the center of a 50 × 50 cm arena divided into

20 × 20 cm center, a 5 cm wall zone, and a 10 cm border zone, and

allowed to explore the arena freely for 10 minutes while being tracked

by a video system (EthoVision XT, Noldus Information Technology).

The distance traveled and the time spent in the center zone were

analyzed.

2.4.4 Novel object recognition (NOR) test

Mice were tested in a square open field arena (50 × 50 cm) (Panlab,

Spain) located in a room with dim lighting, as described previously.41

Briefly, after habituation to the OF arena (10 min/day over 2 days;

no objects), the mice were placed in the open field with two identical

objects for 10minutes. To assess long-termmemory, 24 hours later the

mice were placed again in the OF arena for 5 minutes and one of the

familiar objects was replaced by a novel one. To record and analyze

behavior, the EthoVision XT video tracking system was used (Noldus

Information Technology).
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2.4.5 Y-maze test

The Y-maze behavioral test was used to assess hippocampus-

dependent memory. The Y-maze used had the dimensions length

30 cm; width 6 cm; height 15 cm (Panlab, Spain). The test was divided

in two parts, as described41: the training session and the test session.

During the training, one of the armsof themazewas closed (novel arm),

and the mice were placed in the stem arm of the Y-maze (home arm),

and allowed to explore this and the other available arm (old arm) for

10minutes. After exploration, themicewere placed back in their home

cage. Four hours later, the closed arm was opened, and the mice were

placed in the stem arm of the Y-maze and allowed to freely explore

all the arms for 5 minutes, to assess long-term memory. To record and

analyze behavior the EthoVision XT video tracking system was used

(Noldus Information Technology).

2.4.6 Morris Water Maze (MWM) test

The MWM test was conducted to assess spatial working memory, as

described previously.47,48 Briefly, the test was performed as follows:

2.4.7 MWM pre-training

Two days pre-training protocol to familiarize the mice with swim-

ming and climbing to a hidden platform (22◦C water temperature,

four trials/day, maximum trial duration 60 seconds, 20 minutes inter-

trial interval). The pre-training was performed in a laboratory sink,

and not in the apparatus used for the MWM (circular pool, diameter

of 150 cm), to avoid interference with the MWM learning. The pre-

training platform (10 cm diameter) was placed 1 cm below the water

surface.

2.4.8 MWM acquisition and probe trials

A 150 cm circular pool was filled with water opacified with non-toxic

white paint (Biofa Primasol 3011, Germany) and kept at 22◦C, as

described previously.49 In the middle of the target quadrant, a 15 cm

round platform was hidden (1 cm beneath the water surface). The

MWM room was equipped with visual cues to facilitate orientation.

The pool was divided into four quadrants: target (T), right adjacent (R),

opposite (O), and left adjacent (L). Each mouse performed four swim-

ming trials per day (maximum duration 60 seconds, 15 to 20 minute

inter-trial interval) for 5 consecutive days. Mice started the test from

four symmetrical positions in a pseudo-randomized order across tri-

als. When mice failed to find the submerged platform within 60 sec-

onds, theywere guided to the platform, remaining there for 15 seconds

before returning to their cage. The escape latency, the distance trav-

eled, and swimming speed were determined. On acquisition days 3, 4,

and 5, and for 3 days after the end of the acquisition phase (day 8), a

probe trial was conducted by removing the platform and recording the

search pattern of the mice for 60 seconds. The following learning tri-

als 3 to 4 were carried out with the platform placed in the initial posi-

tion on the target quadrant to avoid extinction. During acquisition and

probe trials the EthoVision XT video tracking systemwas used (Noldus

Information Technology).

2.5 Brain homogenization and protein
quantification

After sacrificing the mice by cervical dislocation, the brains were col-

lected immediately and dissected for western blot and sarkosyl extrac-

tion. Lysis buffer (50mMTris-HCl, 10%Glycerol, 1%NP40, 5mMDTT,

1 mM NaEGTA/EGTA, 20 mM NaF, 1 mM Na3VO4, 150 mM NaCl, 1x

complete mini 25x protease inhibitor [Sigma-Aldrich], 5 mM CHAPS,

100 U Benzonase, 5 μM okadaic acid, 2 mM ddH2O, 1 mM PMSF) was

added to each Eppendorf tube containing the dissected brain tissues

and samples were sonicated 5 seconds (amplitude 40%) followed by

another sonication of 3 seconds. Samples were kept in ice for 20 min-

utes, centrifuged 20 seconds at 14,000 rpm (Eppendorf centrifuge

5415R), and the supernatant was collected. Protein concentration was

estimated using 1 μL of the supernatant and a Bicinchoninic Acid Pro-
tein assay kit (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany).

2.6 Sarkosyl extraction

A sarkosyl-insoluble Tau fraction was isolated from brain tissue as

described previously.50,51Briefly, the brain tissuewasweighed, homog-

enized in three times volume of cold Buffer H (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM

EGTA, 0.8 M NaCL, 10% sucrose, pH 7.4), and centrifuged at 26,000

rpm (Beckman CoulterTM Optima TMMAX-E) for 20 minutes at 4◦C.

The supernatant was collected, and the resulting pellet was homog-

enized in buffer H and centrifuged at 26, 000 rpm for 20 minutes

at 4◦C. Both supernatants were combined, adjusted to 1% (w/v) N-

lauroylsarcosine and incubated at 37◦Cwith shaking for 2 hours. After

centrifugation at 61,000 rpm for 35 minutes at 20◦C, the supernatant

was collected (sarkosyl-soluble fraction) and the pellet was resus-

pended in 500 μL of 1x TBS and centrifuged again at 61,000 rpm for

35 minutes at 20◦C, the supernatant removed, and the pellet resus-

pended in 0.5 μL onetime TBS for each mg of original sample plus the

same amount of two times sample buffer and samples stored for SDS

gel. Western blotting was used to analyze the supernatant (sarkosyl-

soluble fraction) and the pellet (sarkosyl-insoluble fraction).

2.7 Western blotting

Homogenized brain tissue (hippocampus), plus sarkosyl-soluble and -

insoluble fractions (cortex) were resolved in 10% SDS-PAGE gels, fol-

lowed by semi-dry transfer to PVDF membranes. Primary antibody

incubation was performed overnight at 4◦C in TBS-T (Tris-buffered

saline, 0.1% Tween 20). The following primary antibodies were used:
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12E8 (1:2000, ELAN Pharmaceuticals), PHF-1 (1:1000, kind gift from

Dr. P. Davies), K9JA (1:20 000, DAKO), PSD95 (1:1000, Cell signaling),

Synaptophysin (1:5000, Sigma-Aldrich), and GluR1 (1:1000, Merck).

After being washing 3x in TBS-T plus 5% non-fat dry milk, the mem-

branes were incubated with secondary antibodies for 1 hour at RT

(anti-mouse 1:2000, or anti-rabbit 1:2000, DAKO). Antibody affinity

was detected by chemiluminescencewith AmershamECL PrimeWest-

ern Blotting Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare, Germany). Protein

bands were visualized using Image Quant LAS 4000 mini (GE Health-

care Life Sciences, Germany), and band intensities were analyzed using

Image Studio Lite 5.2 software (LI-COR Biosciences). Actin (1:10 000,

Sigma-Aldrich) and β-III-tubulin (1:5000, RD Systems) were used as

loading controls.

2.8 Statistical analysis

For western blotting, the mean density and area of each band were

measured using at least three independent experiments and quanti-

fied by a computer-assisted densitometer (Gel-ProAnalyzer, version 4;

Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD, USA). The statistical analysis was

completed using Graph Pad (Prism) version 7.05 software. All values

are given as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). To compare

the experimental groups a one-way or two-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was performed, with uncorrected Fisher’s least significant

difference (LSD) or Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons to

evaluate statistical significance. Differences were considered statisti-

cally significant when P< .05.

For behavioral assessment, statistical comparisons between groups

were accomplished by one-way or two-way ANOVA followed by post

hoc uncorrected Fisher’s LSD or Tukey’s multiple comparison tests. All

data are presented as group mean values ± SEM. The accepted level

of significance was P < .05. Statistical comparisons and graphs were

performed using Graph Pad (Prism) version 7.05 software. *P < .05,

**P< .01, ***P< .001, ****P< .0001.

3 RESULTS

3.1 BSc3094 has poor BBB permeability, but
direct intraventricular administration reduces
sarkosyl-insoluble Tau

Administration of BSc3094 through intravenous injection (3 mg/kg, in

PEG400/ddH2O (60:40)) showed that the compound has poor BBB

permeability, as the concentration reaching the brain was very low

(≈70 ng/mL). Furthermore, the half-life of the drug in the brain corre-

sponded to 0.8 hours (Figure 1A), meaning that it is not suitable for a

brain-related disease therapeutic approach. Nevertheless, taking into

account the optimistic results obtained previously,17,39,41 we hypothe-

sized that local delivery of BSc3094 into the brain could produce ther-

apeutic effects. Therefore, we used Alzet osmotic pumps to directly

deliver three different doses of BSc3094 (0.075, 0.150, and 1.5 mM)

in the lateral ventricle of rTg4510 mice continuously over 28 days. As

shown in Figure 1B, administration of 1.5 mM of BSc3094 reduced the

levels of sarkosyl-insoluble Tau in cortical extracts by ≈70%. This dose

was used for the following experiments.

3.2 BSc3094 failed to reverse the decreased
brain and body weight in rTg4510 mice

In agreement with previous studies,42,43,52 we observed a pronounced

decrease (≈−15%) in the total brain weight of rTg4510 mice com-

pared to control littermate animals (Figure 2A). This correlated with a

concomitant decrease (≈−9%) in the body weight (BW) of transgenic

mice, monitored from the Alzet pump implantation until sacrifice. The

decrease in the brain and body weight was not reversed by treatment

with BSc3094 (Figure 2B).

3.3 BSc3094 strongly reduces Tau
phosphorylation in rTg4510 mice

The effect of BSc3094 in markers of Tau pathology was also assessed.

rTg4510 mice treated with vehicle presented higher levels (≈80%) of

phosphorylated Tau in the repeat domain at Ser262/S356 (target of

protein kinase MARK and detected with 12E8 antibody), compared

to control mice (Figure 3A). Treatment with BSc3094 reversed the

increase in Tau phosphorylation levels in rTg4510 mice down to con-

trol level. A similar pattern was observed when analyzing the phos-

phorylation levels at another epitope, Ser396/Ser404 (target of sev-

eral proline-directed kinases and detected by PHF-1 antibody). Due

to genotype effects, already vehicle-treated transgenic mice had a

pronounced increase (≈15-fold) in the phosphorylation levels at this

epitope compared to control mice (Figure 3B), which was, however,

reversed down to half by treatment with BSc3094 (≈7-fold).

3.4 rTg4510 mice have no motor impairments but
increased anxiety-like behavior in the open field test

Assessing motor activity in transgenic animals is important to exclude

any motor impairment that may affect the result of behavioral tests

that rely on locomotor activity (eg, MWM). The OF test was used

to evaluate general locomotor activity levels, anxiety, and willingness

to explore in the mouse models.53 Mice display a natural aversion

to bright open areas, but they have a drive to explore a perceived

threatening stimulus. Increased levels of anxiety in the mice result in a

decreased percentage of time in the center of the OF arena and higher

preference to stay near the walls. Our results showed that rTg4510

transgenic mice did not display locomotor impairments, as no differ-

ences were found between control and transgenic mice in the distance

traveled in the OF on both days of the test (Figure 4A and 4B). On

the other hand, analyzing the time spent in the center of the OF arena

showed that vehicle-treated rTg4510 mice spent a lower percentage
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F IGURE 1 Direct intracerebral administration of BSc3094 significantly reduced sarkosyl-insoluble Tau. (A) Intravenous administration of
BSc3094 (3mg/kg in PEG400/ddH2O (60:40)) demonstrated poor BBB permeability, as the concentration of drug in the brain was very low
compared to the initial administered drug concentration, and the half-life of the drug in the brain equaled 0.8 h, meaning its potential therapeutic
effect wears off in an extremely short period of time. (B) Direct intraventricular administration of three increasing doses of BSc3094 over 28 days
into the brains of rTg4510mice led to a significant reduction (≈70%) of sarkosyl-insoluble Tau achievedwith the 1.5mMdrug concentration
(one-way ANOVAwith uncorrected Fisher’s LSD post hoc test; P< .0001). All numerical data are shown asmean± SEM; * denotes the significance
compared to 100% (no drug). **** P< .0001

F IGURE 2 Total brain and bodyweight in rTg4510 and control mice used in the study. (A) Representation of the total brain weight (in mg) at
themoment of sacrifice. A two-way ANOVA showed an overall effect of the genotype [F(1, 46)= 112.8; P< .0001], with double transgenic rTg4510
mice presenting a lower brain weight (≈−15%) compared to control mice. Further post hoc analysis with Tukey’s multiple comparison test showed
that vehicle-treated rTg4510mice had lower brain weight than vehicle-treated controls (P< .0001). Similarly, BSc3094-treated rTg4510mice also
presented lower brain weight than BSc3094-treated controls (P< .0001). There was no effect of the drug treatment. (B) Representation of the
brain weight over time, from the pump implantation until the sacrifice date, showed that double transgenic mice had a decreased brain weight
compared to the control littermates [F(1, 472)= 69.92; P< .0001]. Similar to the brain weight, the drug treatment did not reverse the brain weight
loss observed in the transgenic mice. All numerical data are shown asmean± SEM; * denotes the effect of the genotype; **** P< .0001
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F IGURE 3 Treatment with BSc3094 reduces Tau phosphorylation in rTg4510mice. (A) A two-way ANOVA analysis demonstrated an
interaction between genotype and treatment on the levels of 12E8 [F(1, 22)= 4.32; P= .0495]. Further post hoc analysis with uncorrected Fisher’s
LSD test showed that rTg4510mice presented an increase in the levels of 12E8 compared to control animals (P= .429), an effect that was reversed
by BSc3094 treatment (P= .0160). (B) An overall effect of the genotype was detected regarding the levels of PHF-1 [F(1, 22)= 14.58; P= .0009].
Uncorrected Fisher’s LSD post hoc test showed that the phosphorylation at the epitope Ser396/ser404, detected with PHF-1 antibody, was
increased in vehicle-treated rTg4510≈15-fold compared to controls (P= .0007). This effect was reversed down to half (≈7-fold with respect to
(w.r.t.) controls) by treatment with BSc3094 (P= .0452). All numerical data are shown asmean+/- SEM; * denotes the effect of the genotype; $
denotes the effect of BSc3094 treatment. *, $ P< .05; *** P< . 001

(−40% to 50%) of time in the center of the arena compared to vehicle-

treated controls on day 1 and 2 (Figure 4C, D). This phenotype was not

observed in rTg4510mice after treatmentwith BSc3094, showing that

the drug produced a positive effect in anxiety-like behavior.

3.5 Treatment with BSc3094 partially reverses
the memory impairment in rTg4510 mice

To assess recognition memory in the experimental animals, the NOR

test was performed. This test is based on the assumption that when

animals are exposed to a familiar and a novel object, they typically

spend more time exploring the novel rather than the familiar one, due

to their natural propensity for novelty.54 rTg4510 mice treated with

vehicle spent a lower percentage of time (−20%) in the novel object

during the NOR test (Figure 5A). This effect was reversed by treat-

mentwith the aggregation inhibitor, as BSc3094-treated rTg4510mice

spent a higher percentage (+20%) of time exploring the new object

than vehicle-treated rTg4510mice.

On the other hand, despite the positive results obtained in the NOR

test, the drug failed to reverse the memory impairment in the y-maze

test. By analyzing the arm preference in the y-maze test (Figure 5B),

we observed that control mice, either treatedwith vehicle or BSc3094,

presented a lower preference (−20%) for the old arm. Transgenic mice

treatedwith vehicle didnot showanypreference for theoldornewarm

of the y-maze, a sign of memory impairment. This was also observed in

BSc3094-treated rTg4510, showing that the drug did not reverse the

memory impairments that rTg4510mice present in the y-maze test.

Another behavioral test performed to evaluate the therapeutic

effects of BSc3094 was the MWM, which assesses spatial memory
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F IGURE 4 Nomotor impairments observed in rTg4510mice, but an increase in anxiety-like behavior compared to control mice. rTg4510mice
presented similar distance covered values on days 1 (A) and 2 (B) of theOF test compared to control mice, showing that they did not have
significant motor impairments that could affect the results of the behavioral assessment. On the other hand, an overall effect of the genotypewas
observed in the time spent in the center of the arena on day 1 (C) (two-way ANOVA [F(1, 62)= 7.745; P= .0071]). Uncorrected Fisher’s LSD post
hoc test revealed that vehicle-treated rTg4510mice presented lower percentage of time in the center of the arena compared to vehicle-treated
controls (P= .0306), which is an indicator of anxiety behavior. On day 2, a similar pattern was observed, with vehicle-treated rTg4510mice
presenting a lower percentage of time spent in the center of the arena (D) compared to vehicle-treated controls (P= .0330). This reduction in the
time spent in the center of the arena was not observed in rTg4510mice on days 1 and 2 after treatment with BSc3094, showing that the drug
produced a positive effect in anxiety-like behavior. All numerical data are shown asmean± SEM; * denotes the effect of the genotype; * P< .05

and learning. We observed that transgenic mice presented a higher

latency to escape from thewater than controlmice throughout all days

of learning (Figure 5C). Treatment with BSc3094 did not reverse the

increased latency to escape in rTg4510 mice compared to control ani-

mals. During the probe trials (Figure 5D) the control mice, treatedwith

either vehicle orBSc3094, spentmore time in the target quadrant com-

pared to transgenic mice, again reflecting the impaired spatial memory

in rTg4510 mice. This effect was not reversed by the treatment with

BSc3094 in rTg4510 mice, as no differences were observed between

vehicle-treated and rTg4510-treated transgenic mice. On the other

hand, analyzing the percentage of time in the target quadrant in the

long-term probe trial (72 hours after the last training trial) (Figure 5E)

showed that, althoughvehicle-treated rTg4510mice spent a lower per-

centage of time in the target quadrant compared to controls, thismem-

ory impairment was partially reversed by treatment with BSc3094.

3.6 BSc3094 has no effect on the expression of
synaptic markers in rTg4510 mice

The levels of GluR1, a pre-synaptic marker playing a role in neu-

ronal plasticity,55 were lower (−60%) in BSc3094-treated rTg4510

mice compared to control mice (Figure 6A), showing that the anti-

aggregant drug did not reverse the loss of GluR1 observed in rTg4510

mice.

In addition, we analyzed the potential effect of BSc3094 in revers-

ing the loss of other pre- and post-synaptic markers that is usually

observed in rTg4510 mice.52 Our results showed that rTg4510 mice

have lower levels of the post-synaptic marker PSD95 (Figure 6B)

and pre-synaptic marker synaptophysin (Figure 6C), compared to con-

trol mice. Treatment with BSc3094 did not reverse the decrease in

pre- and post-synaptic markers observed in the transgenic mice, as
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F IGURE 5 Treatment with BSc3094 partially reversed thememory deficits in rTg4510mice. (A) Vehicle-treated rTg4510mice spent a lower
percentage (≈−20%) of time exploring the novel object in the NOR test compared to controls (P= .0291). Thememory impairment was reversed
back to control levels by the treatment with BSc3094, as drug-treated rTg4510 spent a significantly higher percentage of time exploring the novel
object compared to vehicle-treated transgenic mice (P= .0171). Two-way ANOVA followed by uncorrected Fisher’s LSD post hoc test. All
numerical data are shown asmean± SEM; * denotes the effect of the genotype; $ denotes the effect of BSc3094 treatment. *, $ P< .05. (B)
BSc3094 did not improve spatial referencememory in rTg4510mice. Vehicle- and BSc3094-treated control mice presented a lower preference for
the old arm in the y-maze test. A two-way ANOVA revealed an interaction between genotype and treatment [F(3,122)= 3.414; P= .0197]. Post
hoc analysis with uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test showed a decreased preference for the old arm in vehicle-treated control mice (P= .024) and in
BSc3094-treated control mice (P= .0112). In contrast, vehicle-treated rTg4510mice showed no preference for the new or old arm reflecting
impaired spatial referencememory. These deficits in the transgenic mice were not reversed by BSc3094 treatment. All numerical data are shown
asmean± SEM. * P< .05 when compared to new arm preference. (C) BSc3094 treatment slightly improved long-termmemory in theMWM.
Two-way ANOVA analysis revealed an overall effect of the genotype on the latency to escape in theMWMF(3, 305)= 42.88. Vehicle-treated
rTg4510mice presented a significantly increased latency to escape in theMWM test compared to vehicle-treated controls (P< .0001). This
memory deficit was not reversed by BSc3094 treatment, as drug-treated controls (P< .0001). (D) By comparing the percentage of time each group
spent in the target quadrant with the 25% chance of exploration we observed that transgenic mice spent a lower percentage of time in the target
quadrant of theMWM in the three probe trials performed compared to control mice, an effect that was not reversed by treatment with BSc3094.
(E) A two-way ANOVA analysis of the percentage of time in the target quadrant in the long-term probe trial denoted an overall effect of the
genotype [F(1, 62)= 5.309; P= .0246]. Further post hoc analysis with uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test showed that vehicle-treated rTg4510mice
spent a significantly lower percentage of time (−28%) in the target quadrant in the long-term probe trial compared to vehicle-treated controls
(P= .0246), an effect that was partially reversed by BSc3094 treatment. All numerical data are shown asmean±; * denoted the effect of the
genotype in A, C, and E; in D, * denotes the significance compared to 25% chance of exploration of the target quadrant. *, $ P< .05; **P< .01;
***P< .001; ****P< .0001

drug-treated rTg4510 mice presented lower levels of PSD95 and

synaptophysin compared to control mice.

4 DISCUSSION

The improved understanding of the physiological and pathological

roles of Tau, together with advances in the development of transgenic

models, has led to the identification of novel targets and drug candi-

dates for AD. Several compounds targeting Tau have so far progressed

into clinical testing, including anti-Tau vaccines and aggregation block-

ers (eg, methylene blue [MB]), which reverses the proteolytic stability

of protease-resistant Tau filaments by blocking the Tau-Tau interaction

thought the MT-binding domain.16,17,19,56,57 However, the MB deriva-

tive LMTX did not show treatment benefit when tested at two doses in

phase III trials involving 891 participants with mild-to-moderate AD,58

for reasons that remain unclear.

Other strategies have been developed that do not target Tau

directly, but targets involved in pathways with a putative role in Tau-

mediated toxicity, such as MT stabilizers and small molecules to block
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F IGURE 6 BSc3094 treatment did not reverse the loss of synaptic markers in rTg4510mice. (A) A two-way ANOVA showed an overall effect
of the genotype on the levels of GluR1 [F(1, 22)= 35.08; P= .0001]. Further uncorrected Fisher’s LSD post hoc test showed that vehicle-treated
rTg4510mice presented significantly lower levels of GluR1 compared to vehicle-treated control mice (P= .0030), a decrease that was also
observed in BSc3094-treated rTg4510mice (P= .0039), demonstrating the BSc3094 fails to reverse the loss of GluR1 observed in the transgenic
mice. (B) An overall effect of the genotype was observed on the levels of PSD95 [F(1, 22)= 8.892; P= .0066]. Uncorrected Fisher’s LSD post hoc
test revealed that vehicle-treated rTg4510mice presented significantly lower levels of PSD95 compared to vehicle-treated control mice
(P= .0456), a decrease that was also observed in BSc3094-treated rTg4510mice (P= .0153), demonstrating that the drug treatment did not
reverse the loss in the expression of PSD95. (C) Analysis of the expression of synaptophysin with two-way ANOVA showed an overall effect of the
genotype [F(1, 22)= 34,24; P< .0001]. Further post hoc analysis with uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test showed that vehicle-treated rTg4510mice
presented significantly lower levels of synaptophysin compared to control mice (P< .0001), an effect that was not reversed by BSc3094 treatment
(P< .0001). All numerical data are shown asmean± SEM; * denotes the effect of the genotype; * P< .05; ** P< .01; **** P< .0001

Tau hyperphosphorylation and acetylation.59 Some exampleswould be

MK-8719, a novel, selective, and potentO-linkedN-acetylglucosamine

(O-GlcNAc)-ase (OGA) inhibitor that elevates brain O-GlcNAc levels,

reduces pathological Tau, and ameliorates brain atrophy in the rTg4510

mice.60 In addition, increasing neuronal activity with an adenosine

A1 receptor antagonist (rolofylline) restored Tau-induced presynaptic

dysfunction as well as learning andmemory impairments.41

Another potential inhibitor of Tau aggregation is BSc3094. Previ-

ous studies showed that this compound efficiently reduced Tau phos-

phorylation and aggregation (>82%), increasing at the same time cell

viability and having no cytotoxic effects in N2a cells expressing pro-

aggregant mutant hTau.39,40 This cell line expresses the Tau mutation

in the repeat domain, showing that BSc3094 operates at the level

of this domain responsible for aggregation. Further studies showed

that BSc3094 was capable of reducing the levels of insoluble Tau and

increase the locomotion speed in a C. elegans model of tauopathy

expressing pro-aggregant mutant hTau.17 Recently, BSc3094 reversed

the pre-synaptic impairment observed in organotypic hippocampal

slices frompro-aggregant Tau transgenicmice, by reversing the paired-

pulse depression observed in transgenic slices after applying a paired-

pulse stimulus of the Schaffer collaterals.41 Taken together, these

results strengthen the hypothesis that BSc3094 or related compounds

may be a potential therapeutic agent for AD, encouraging us to further

test the drug in an in vivo model of strong Tau pathology, the rTg4510

mouse line.

Here, we observed that administration of BSc3094 via direct intra-

ventricular infusion using Alzet osmotic pumps showed a reduction in

the levels of sarkosyl-insoluble Tau in rTg4510mice, compared to non-

treated rTg4510 mice. Because BSc3094 is an inhibitor of Tau aggre-

gation, it was important to select an appropriate mouse model to test

this drug, with extensive NFT pathology at a young age, hence the use

of rTg4510 mice. These animals overexpress human P301L Tau muta-

tion (≈13 times the level of endogenous mouse Tau), and develop pre-

tangles as early as 2.5 months of age, accompanied by impaired spatial

memory.42,43

The brain weight of the mice, monitored weekly, was the first out-

come of the treatment. BSc3094 did not reverse the brain weight

loss typically observed in this transgenic mouse line. Furthermore, at

the day of sacrifice, the brain weight was measured. Again, BSc3094

failed to reverse the brain weight loss characteristic in rTg4510 mice.
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Previous studies showed that rTg4510 mice present a loss of 60% of

CA1 neurons at 5.5 months of age, which results in a significant loss in

brain weight.42,43 A likely explanation is that pathological alterations

that culminate in this extensive neuronal loss start very early in life,

so that it reaches a massive reduction in CA1 cells at 5.5 months of

age. Therefore, starting the treatment with BSc3094 at 2 months of

age may have been too late to reverse or slow down the neuronal loss

characteristic of rTg4510 mice, explaining why BSc3094-treated mice

also presented a lower brain weight compared to control littermate

mice.

Despite this, treatmentwith BSc3094 strongly reduced the levels of

phosphorylated Tau (detected with both 12E8 and PHF-1 antibodies),

as well as the levels of sarkosyl-insoluble Tau, which is in agreement

with previous in vitro studies, plus an indicator that pathological hall-

marks may be reduced upon BSc3094 treatment.

In addition, treatment with BSc3094 resulted in a reversal of

anxiety-like behavior and improvement in certain cognitive tests. Fur-

thermore, BSc3094 treatment reversed the memory impairment in

rTg4510mice in theNOR test, based on the assumption thatmice have

an innate tendency for exploring a novel environment or object. Treat-

ment with BSc3094 also improved long-term memory in the MWM

maze, as vehicle-treated rTg4510 mice spent a significantly lower per-

centage of time in the target quadrant during the long-term probe trial

(72 hours after the last training session) compared to controlmice. This

was partly reversed by treatment with BSc3094, although no benefi-

cial effectwas observed on the latency to escape from thewater during

the MWM learning days or during the other probe trials. Besides this,

BSc3094 also failed to reverse the memory deficits observed in the y-

maze test, aswell as the loss in synapticmarkersGluR1, synaptophysin,

and PSD95 in rTg4510mice.

The failure in reversing somecognitivedeficits or pathologicalmark-

ersmaybe explained by the fact that the different behavioral tasks per-

formed to assess cognition in rTg4510 mice involve different types of

memory that require distinct neuronal networks and brain regions for

their storage and retrieval.61,62 Furthermore, the extent of Tau pathol-

ogy and the concentration of BSc3094 reaching each part of themouse

brain may be different, which could contribute to the differences. In

addition, the implantation of Alzet osmotic pumps and brain infusion

kit in young mice (2 months of age) is a delicate surgery, which may

also contribute to an increased variability and the conflicting results.

Moreover, the levels of mutant hTau in the rTg4510 mouse model are

very high compared to the levels of endogenous mouse Tau (≈13-fold)

supporting/leading to a strong Tau pathology with tangles and mem-

ory deficits at a very young age (2.5 months).42,43 Based on this, the

window for a therapeutic intervention in rTg4510 mice is short. We

started the treatment as early as possible, as we wanted to avoid the

development of pathological changes in the brain that may be irre-

versible. However, we could not start before 2 months of age because,

even using the smaller model of Alzet osmotic pumps, the animals

needed toweight at least 20 g to be able to copewith the subcutaneous

implantation of the Alzet pump. This may have been a late start for the

therapeutic intervention, which further contributes to the conflicting

results.

For other treatments such asMB, it has been shown previously that

depending on the level of pathology and the stage to start the treat-

ment, a completely different outcome could arise, showing that the

same drug could be more or less beneficial when applied at the right

time.19 In case continuousMBapplicationwas initiated before onset of

Taupathology, cognitive aswell as synaptic functionswerepreserved in

mice with relatively low Tau neuropathologic burden. By contrast, too

late administrationofMB (after onset of cognitive decline)wasnot able

to rescue cognitive deficits or synaptic decay in these animals. In addi-

tion, MB had no effect in mice exhibiting stronger aggregation proper-

ties of Tauwith faster disease progression.

In a future approach, a different mouse model that develops Tau

aggregates and pathology at a later stage in life could be considered,

as this would allow us to perform an earlier interventional approach.

Furthermore, it would facilitate the implantation of the Alzet osmotic

pump, as the use of adult animalswould facilitate the experimental pro-

cedure. Another possibility would be to make use of the regulatable

expression of the transgene in the rTg4510 mice. Administration of

doxycycline, a tetracycline analog, would lead to the inactivation of the

transgene expression, allowing the animals to growwithout developing

any pathological changes. This would allow us to perform the BSc3094

treatment later in life, very shortly after stopping the administration

of doxycycline, ensuring that the treatment starts early enough before

any pathological changes occur.

Another important aspect is the fact that, although BSc3094 treat-

ment resulted in a strong reduction of Tau phosphorylation and in

the levels of sarkosyl-insoluble Tau, there was no robust improvement

in terms of synaptic markers, memory, and cognition. This suggests

that Tau aggregates may not be the toxic Tau species, but intermedi-

ate forms of Tau could be causing the pathology and neurodegenera-

tion. Indeed, although inhibiting Tau aggregation seems a valid thera-

peutic strategy to halt Tau-mediated neurodegeneration in AD, based

on the premise that this protein has a crucial role in Tauopathies and

drives pathology, this assumption has been questioned over the last

years.63–65 Currently, it is still unclear which form of Tau is pathologi-

cal and if Tau aggregates are the toxic Tau species or not. If Tau aggre-

gates are not deleterious, this means that Tau aggregation inhibitors

will produce little or no effect, or even be harmful, as we may be

reducing the tangle load but increasing the number of small oligomers,

which are now proposed to be toxic.63–65 However, if oligomers are, in

fact, the toxic species, they occur much earlier than aggregation, and

the potential beneficial effect of BSc3094 on them should be further

studied.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Our study showed that BSc3094, an inhibitor of Tau aggregation,

strongly reduces Tau phosphorylation and aggregated insoluble Tau

in rTg4510 mice. Furthermore, the drug also reversed the cognitive

impairment typically observed in this mouse model in certain behav-

ioral tests, despite presenting a limited effect in others (Table 1).
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TABLE 1 Effect of Bsc3094 treatment on rTg4510

Target analysis Test/Analysis Effect of BSc3094 on rTg4510mice

Tau

Sarkosyl-extraction ↓ Tau aggregation

Tau phosphorylation
↓ Tau phosphorylation at Ser262/S356

↓ Tau phosphorylation at Ser396/Ser404

Brain and bodyweight = reduced brain and bodyweight compared to Ctrl

Behavior

Open Field
= locomotor activity

↓Anxiety

NOR test ↑ object recognitionmemory

MWM ↑ long-term spacial memory

Y-maze = decreased compared to Ctrl

GluR1 = reduced brain and bodyweight compared to Ctrl

Synaptic markers PSD95 = reduced brain and bodyweight compared to Ctrl

Synaptophysin = reduced brain and bodyweight compared to Ctrl

Overall, these studies add novel evidence to our understanding of

the use of Tau aggregation inhibitors as potential therapeutic agents to

halt the propagation of Tau pathology. In general, treatment outcomes

using Tau aggregation inhibitors such as BSc3094 (or MB) appear to

depend on three main parameters: (1) the aggregation propensity of

(mutant) Tau, (2) the anti-aggregant potential and brain availability of

the inhibitor, and (3) the timepoint of intervention relative to todisease

progression (ie, onset of cognitive decline). It is important to note that

the potential contribution of intermediate oligomeric Tau species for

the development and progression of pathology cannot be excluded.64

Given the complex pathology of AD, it can be anticipated that combi-

natorial and individualized treatments should be explored, which could

be designed for each patient. These strategies could target Tau and Aβ,
and also add agents tomodulate inflammation, enhance synaptic activ-

ity, and stimulate neurogenesis and neurite regrowth. Furthermore,

improving methods for drug delivery into the brain, combined with the

optimization of antibody formats and specificity, would contribute to

the success of therapeutic interventions.
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